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PREFACE 

1. Reason for choosing the subject 

The classical Nom story always exists elements such as 

strange, magic, soothsaying, dreamy, wish of compensating, aiming 

to harmony; in which, pre-logic psychological elements, 

undistinguischable participations between different orders of 

structure of spiritual universe: yin - yang; above - below; human - 

heaven; human - hell, etc. Beside which, repeated elements, motifs, 

alternation to retrospective way of space and time, and so on are 

necessary for a structure of text. Sensationally, characters almost in 

the world of story always have behaviours, expressive front with the 

world by given experiential casts, which are community, belonging 

to a collective psyche, appeared in a shape of myth, fairy tale. 

Although works can borrow a foreign plot, or themselves create, 

representational elements of myth, epic, communicative 

unsconsciousness always still closely participates into a structure of 

narration. 

In order to attempt to answer those problems, we found similar 

ideas in Carl Jung’s theory of archetype, collective unsconsciousness 

as well. 

2. Purpose and Task of the Study 

Choosing study the classical Nom story from Carl Jung’s 

theoretical point of view, we aim to purposes following: 1/ we 

begin totally living spaces of community, included experiment, 

spiritual practice with cultural thought courses which are inherently 

similar to the Vietnamese indigenous intellectual in the late middle 

period, e.g. Confucianism, Daoism-Zhuangism, Buddhism, Taoism, 

the indegious cultural thought which directed to interpret the 
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structure of representational reality – structures of deep thoughts of 

the classical Nom story. 2/ explicating a mutual original source of 

repetitive expressions, images, motifs, and so foth that they 

inherently exist as artistically “modes of behaviour” what almost 

classical Nom story are the same character. And 3/ we depict and 

demonstrate that, representational realities in the classical Nom 

story are imaginary realms of community as a whole, it exists in the 

collective unsconsciousness, with unobligated expressions in local 

character but widespreading on a broader sphere of area, existing in 

a literary work under archetypal forms. The very literary history, in 

this side, is also to succeed, to revive and to develop more than 

these “ancient heritages”. The subject thus aims to the structure of 

thought, the structure of humanity of the classical Nom story, 

altogether depicts to continuous properties, reborns mental factors 

of community in individual creations, which are traced by 

individuation. 

The task of our study is: firstly, to systematize those given 

ways of study, to interpret and to analyze them directing to build a 

specifical view. Secondly, briefly describe central terms as key 

words: the classical Nom story, archetype, collective 

unsconsciousness, fairy and mythic traces in an artistic structure 

displaying reality of the classical Nom story, symbol, 

representations. And thirdly, to show artistic values of the classical 

Nom story from the archetypal standpoint. 

3. Object and Sphere of the Study 

3.1. Object of the Study 

Our object of study is the classical Nom story.  

The classical Nom story distinguishes from the popular Nom 

story, each line is to have creator, general public, theme, literary life, 
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propagated manner, concrete aesthetic notion. It at first derives from 

which as a problem of calligraphy (writed by the Nom script), attached 

to stylology (high style, belongs to advanced intellectual, privilege of 

elitistic class) in a target to distance with the popular Nom story (the 

low style, belongs to ordinary class, tilled toward quality of quick 

creation, by word of mouth). The most important outstanding sign of it 

consists in creative style of writing, expressed through work. By 

which, in a cultural creative environment – the middle age literature of 

the Eastern-Asian thought, the classical Nom story is different from 

other in following point, that extending from manipulating language 

elaborately (token of utilization in production), using elements of plot, 

old collection (based on literary materials of China, Chinese plot, idea 

of predecessor or saint to create a specific world), using densely 

referents, tales, and the most especially trace of the world-view, 

outlook on life, depended upon such a base, bring various behaviours 

as well as attitudes of human fate. The classical Nom story at the same 

time preserves in itself both elements for example fairy tale, mythic 

story, Buddhist tale, foreign plot, translated story, performed songs of 

historical problems, etc. This separation, on the one hand, truly reflects 

cognitive essence to arealization of culturally dominant centre for a 

certain mediated and advanced class, on the other hand, is relative, 

understood as a theoretical manipulation to advantage in separating in 

the process of study. 

Thus, the phenomenon of distinguishing between the classical 

Nom story and the popular Nom story expresses in sides as style, 

manner of writing, characteristic trace, creation, view of the world and 

mundanity. 

3.2. Sphere of the Study 

From the object, the classical Nom story, we manipulate the 

theory of Carl Jung’s collective unsconsciousness, archetype, the 
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symbolic theory; together with borrow some obtained successes of 

cognitive linguistics, cultural anthropology, mythology, etc. to show 

centrally expression of artistic value of archetypes in the classical 

Nom story, from main aspect is anthropological notion and particular 

representational structures. Based on this foundation, we concentrate 

to clarify aspects, for example: imaginary spaces (space of mentally 

internal world, sacred space), dimensions of limit of fate, artistic 

repetitive motifs and harmony of aesthetic worlds  as well as world of 

humanity which the classical Nom story aims to. 

4. Method of the Study 

We have utilized theories as psychoanalysis, culturology, 

ethnology, sociology, mythology in order to study and to compare. 

Especially Carl Jung’s archetypal theory and Gaston Bachelard’s 

psychoanalysis of matter. Depending upon such the base, we 

manipulated following methods: method of systematization, method 

of stacking texts, basic reasoning methods such as analysis, synthesis, 

comparison, etc. 

On the theoretical side, we manipulate psychoanalytical 

theory, in particular Carl Jung’s deep psychologism. He suggests to 

elements such as archetype, collective unsconsciousness, 

psychological types as introversive and extroversive, etc. These 

elements are also mutual threshold parts of all community, rigorously 

participate into creative mentality of art. In relation to these terms, we 

also borrow term imagination of reverie from Gaston Bachelard’s 

psychonanalysis of matter, as in condition of shadowy dream by 

image “moon” in the classical Nom story. 

Connecting to archetype, morphological collective 

unsconsciousness, representation, artistic symbols are also crystals of 

cultural values. Each time was set up in history, it does not distinct 
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but always relates to the past. Each time also presented different 

“modes of culture” as ideal personal symbols which community 

dream of. That is also reason by which we borrowed knowledges of 

theory of cultural symbol in order to uncode the symbolic world, 

archetype as well in the classical Nom story. 

The object which we also study appears, structures 

sacred/banal, forms seem to imitate behaviours inherently exist in 

heritage, mythic mentality, fairy tale such as mental types of 

participating spiritually, restropective behaviors, catharsis, 

acknowledge by death of protagonist, etc. through which try to 

suggest a reasonable explication to these that we manipulated 

successes of modern ethnological theory. 

Nearby, the recognition that even academic or popular, 

necessarily suggest to elements such as social order, affluent society 

(social epistemology), a way of imagining to the above classes have 

certain special rights in controlling culture, using cultural values and  

most particularly expressing a specific view of academic class to the 

world, the mundanity. Clearly at the same problem of the late middle 

age literature as human fate, tragedy of life, death, etc. each class, 

even their knowledge are high or below, they have brought to 

different replies in front with “problematizations” of human fate. 

New contributions of mythological theory drawed that after a 

primitive glorious stage, artistic structures, humanity knowledges of 

myth and fairy tale did not disappear but incarnate into art of later 

periods, even modern time. Their fragmentations always seek to way 

of reborning, re-mythical, revival. At least types of mentality, motifs, 

etc. in myth, fairy tale inherently immersed into human public 

mentality. The artistic world of classical Nom story also existed more 

or less mental types that is common and antique as well. Knowledges 
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of the above theories are also theoretical foundations, which were 

seen as ground to consider arstistic values of the classical Nom story 

from the archetypal standpoint. We have manipulated these theories 

into mixing and comparising them in possible limitations.  

Deploying concrete contents of the dissertation, we have put 

classical Nom stories in a system, that is to say a general 

development of the literature of Nom script, presence of new 

knowledges to humanity in the late middle period, participations/ 

influences between the popular literature and the academic 

literature. 

To find and to interpret repetitive expressions, similar 

structrures, relationships between artistic symbols, archetypes, etc. 

we have used the method of stacking texts (founded by Charles 

Mauron) to seek associations, associative networks, figures 

express similarly in many classical Nom stories, for example, as 

situation “heaven”, “pair”, etc. in them. These expressions are not 

a total contigency that existed in narrative structures. 

Finally, basic reasoning methods as analysis, comparison, and 

reference were also utilized to expressions both general and special in 

unequal degrees of ending type, manners respective to happiness for 

disadvantaged destinies in lived conditions, etc. To obtain certain 

conclusions by this way also at the same time shows an accurate 

value that, ideal modes which characters in the story expect to, they 

have begun from an influence of different cultural contexts. For 

example, in the condition of Nguyen Dinh Chieu’s imaginary world 

aimed to which differs from Nguyen Du described to, recognized to. 

Foremostly, these methods were also utilized to compare with them 

by which elucidate aesthetic values of arstistic representations of a 

concrete literary phenomenon. 
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5. New Contributions of the Dissertation 

On the knowledge aspect, the dissertation at first systematically and 

deeply interprets, analyzes the classical Nom story from the archetypal 

point of view. Particularly, we put it in connection with the former literary 

tradition, which belongs to the mode of pre-modern thought, contained 

various modes that have represented to reality based on sides such as 

spatial structure, mentally inner symbols, limits of fate and challenge of 

human fate, etc. By which, we consider an archetype as a code penetrating 

into its imaginary realms, especially at the thinking profoundity, its 

immersed structures. 

On the other hand, i.e. the practice aspect, the manipulation of 

a concrete theory to study objects of concrete literature, the 

dissertation also usefully contributes to similarly researching notions, 

in situation as the popular Nom story, the fairy tale/ the legendary 

and so on, the Vietnamese middle age literature as well as other 

objects of modern literature.  

The dissertation also aims to merit as a usefully referential 

documentation for next studies as well as serves for teaching, 

referential course, etc. 

6. Structure of the Dissertation 

Extending from Preface, Conclusion, and Referential 

Documentation, Appendix, we deployed the subject in four chapters: 

Chapter 1: Generalization of studying the classical Nom story 

and trend of studying it from the archetypal theory. 

Chapter 2: Recapitulation of the archetypal theory and the 

problem of applying it to study the classical Nom story.  

Chapter 3: Imaginary Spaces in the classical Nom story from 

the archetypal viewpoint. 

Chapter 4: Expectations of human fate in the classical Nom 

story from the archetypal viewpoint.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

GENERALIZATION OF STUDYING THE CLASSICAL NOM 

STORY AND TREND OF STUDYING IT FROM THE 

ARCHETYPAL THEORY 

1.1. Successes in studying the classical Nom story 

1.1.1. Appreciation to values of the classical Nom story in the 

context of pre-modern paradigm 

Since the beginning time, put in the cultural context that 

inherently took connection between two persons, relationship, 

enrichment to make ruler for conversationality, classical Nom stories 

have perceived in the academic class, elitist part under “preface”, 

“preamble”, “afterword”, “foreword”. In 20s years of the 20
th
 

century,  active and cultural life became more flexible, professional 

as well. This has been expressed clearly on Nam Phong magazines, 

Dong Duong magazines, Huu Thanh newspapers, through judged 

essays, introduction, conversational texts, investigation of important 

scholars such as: Nguyen Van Vinh, Nguyen Tuong Tam, Ngo Duc 

Ke, Vu Dinh Long, Tran Trong Kim. A general trend of studiers in 

this early century considered the classical Nom story by a concrete 

text, that is refinement and put literary value in a usefulness, its moral 

transformation. The most different point is that the beginning of 

influence of both methods: impression and real description imported 

from the Western. 

1.2.2. Appreciation to values of the classical Nom story in the 

context of modern thinking 

In 40s years of the 20
th
 century, the classical Nom story has 

been scientifically discussed with Duong Quang Ham’s A brief 
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analysis to Vietnamese literary history, the studying trend of Truong 

Tuu – Nguyen Bach Khoa. In The literature of Tale of Kieu (written 

in 1945), by method of the historical materialism, the historical 

culture, Truong Tuu has made up his own traces in this period, when 

he sought to enigmatics in Tale of Kieu and Nguyen Du [109]. 

In the North side, the general tendency is re-considering old 

literary values of the nation, then, Nom stories have a real value, 

expressing an ennui of mundane life-world, shown the competed 

spirit that discovered and analyzed, through which, re-seeing 

successes of study in the former period, to have a unity view in the 

correspondence with a general superstructural system. In general, 

above authors, on the one hand continued to exploit the merit of Kieu 

Tale, but mainly focused on an aspect of reflecing reality of life, 

borrowing an artistic text to explicate ethical characters and class of 

competed content as well as opposition to oppression of power. 

At the same time, in the South side also took place the process 

in understanding the heritage of Nom story parallelled with other 

cultural and literary merits. An outstanding contribution is the 

tendency in using literature of authors such as Pham Viet, Ha Nhu 

Chi, Thanh Lang, Pham The Ngu, etc. A notable trait in these works 

is openness in considering value of Nom stories (both classical and 

popular). 

Thus, the phenomenon of classical Nom story here, on the 

historical dimension, has had twice changes to the paradigm of 

thought, borrowing H. R. Jauss’ term, a progress of “reading styles”. 

The first change happened when society has gone beyond the middle 

field in 30s, 40s years of the 20
th
 century, to witness a rupture of 
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sensate way to literature in minor groups, between individual and 

individual in the soul-mate model to perceive a view of scientific 

method (method of real description, impressive method, method of 

historical culture). The second change occurred after 1945, when in 

the North side took the Marxist sociological method as being 

dominant, based on the rule of real reflection, respecting typification 

of competion of class (Sovietist theory), and in the Sourth side 

happened tendencies of study similar with the Western. 

After peace come back, especially since the innovation in 

1986, sphere of study about the classical Nom story has more 

alternations and contributions on both sides, textology and 

interpretation of value. Firstly that is the contribution of two 

studiers Dang Thanh Le and Tran Dinh Huou (from 80s years of the 

20
th
 century), whose discoveries to the classical Nom story as 

ground for many works to the present time. 

1.2. The value of humanity thought that the classical Nom story 

put out and unfinished problems 

1.2.1. The value of humanity thought in the classical Nom story 

In this section, we want to suggest an other aspect of the 

classical Nom story, that is the dimension of culture – thought, its 

dimension of humanity. The period of the 17
th
 century to the 19

th
 

century, in Vietnam, is not contigently the period which occurred 

deep cognitions to the human fate on many sides: body – mind, spirit 

and body, spirituality and banality. 

1.2.2. Unfinished problems 

The meaning of almost behaviours in the classical Nom story 

was not their merely physical fact, but a repetition of primitive 
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behavior, a mythical canonization, that is behaviors of an antique 

sacred being acted. This is a participation to awake and to wait 

distributions from deity. Alongside, the classical Nom story also 

incorporated to a folklore trend and a banal trend. On the folklore 

trend, included two influent courses, directions: 1/ an emergence 

from the very former literary tradition, and 2/ the thought of anti-

Confucianism developed in the disturbed period of history. 

1.3. Tendencies in manipulating the archetypal theory and 

approaching into the classical Nom story from the archetypal 

standpoint 

1.3.1. Tendencies of manipulating the archetypal theory into studying 

literature 

In the world, Carl Jung’s doctrine of archetype has been 

approached by many studiers in the literary criticism. That is Ch. 

Bauduin, J. Campbell, M. Eliade, N. Frye, etc. They deployed this 

theory in different ways. Maud Bodkin is at first who, was the English 

studier, founded the archetypal criticism. We can say that in Archetypal 

Patterns in  Poetry (1934). Ch. Bauduin concentrated on the 

archetype “hero”; J. Campbell suggested archetypes, e.g. hero, god, 

predictor to find explaining ways to correspondently symbolic 

periods in life of modern human. 

In Vietnam, the term “archetypal criticism” appeared very 

lately, at from the end of the 20
th
 century to the beginning of the 21

th
 

century, grasped by Do Lai Thuy [196], [202]; Nguyen Thi Thanh 

Xuan [141]. Its nature has also been deployed formerly in Le Tuyen’s 

The essence of poetry [87], Nguyen Dang Thuc [193], [194]. In the 

cultural dimension remained other works such as Tran Ngoc 
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Chuong’s Betel and Areca – The most original prototypical writing 

of Vietnam [36], Betel and Areca – the most important value of 

writing [37], etc. The very author of dissertation has also deployed 

Jung’s archetypal theory to study the Vietnamese modern novel, 

middle literary phenomena as situation the “self” in poetry and prose 

of Pham Thai [92], [93]. 

1.3.2. Approaching the classical Nom story from the archetypal 

standpoint 

Clearly see through a picture of manipulating Carl Jung’s 

archeypal theory into studying such the middle age literature in the 

world and in Vietnam, we can take out two ideas, firstly the trend of 

manipulating this theory was expressed certain evident results, and the 

more promising approach into other field of vision of literary work; 

secondly, that is foundation by which we utilized the archetypal theory 

into studying the classical Nom story, where has not yet had a great 

work focuses on uncode to it until now. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

RECAPITULATION OF THE ARCHETYPAL THEORY AND 

THE PROBLEM OF APPLYING IT TO STUDY THE 

CLASSICAL NOM STORY 

2.1. General theoretic problems of deep psychologism and 

archetype  

2.1.1. Main points in Jung’s deep psychologism 

2.1.2. The archetypal theory 

Archetype and instinct have a closed relationship in Jung’s 

psychologism. When deeply penetrating dreams, illusions, he 

discovered general structures belong to all human beings, collective 

unsconsciousness as well. Archetypes (generally mental elements) in 

Jung’s theory specifically related to myth, fairy tale, and religious 

motifs. He said that “basic content of myths, religions, tenets is 

archetype” [170, 155]. Among those elements have a certain 

similarity to individual mental life. The system of human mentality 

contains many archetypes, they have all specific structures and 

senses, but not lonely standing independence. The archetype exists in 

many nations and different cultural spheres. Its expression through 

dreams, illusional images of individual unsconsciousness and great 

symbols, in artistic literary works. Those great symbols can deity, 

god, superpower, fairy, hell, etc. or standard situation, common 

characters, mutual memories of human fate as situations e.g. Oedipe, 

Tam Cam, idiot, lingaism, lost paradise [88, 972-973]. These 

archetypes are never vanished, but conversely, they always enlighten 

in artistic reviries. 

2.2. The nature of the archetypal theory in connecting to creation 

and literary study 

2.2.1. Feature and traces to recognize archetype 

The first and most important feature of archetype is the 

focusedly and condensedly participation of emotional element. 

Secondly, each archetype is a cultural symbol contained 

psychological profundity of all community and experimented by 
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many different times. Thirdly, archetype is orientationality. It 

made up for us types of attitude, frameworks of any perceptive 

experience and emotion. Fourthly, pervasiveness of emotion given 

to archetypes an alternative quality. Fively, archetype is outside 

space and time (i.e. atemporal and non-spatial).  

2.3. The relevancy between the archetypal theory and the 

classical Nom story 

2.3.1. Mythical trace and fairy trace in the classical Nom story 

Cao Huy Dinh demonstrated in the developmental process of 

script literature as A collection of Nom poems, Epic of Vietnamese 

history, and the Nom poetic tale. When he studies “Vietnamese 

middle age cultural fragments”, N. I. Niculin began from the myth of 

“universal tree”, “life tree” (in epics, narrations of minor nation 

Muong) to its pieces as monster of tree, wood flows on river, statues 

of numen, etc. appeared in  A selection of strange affairs in Linh 

Nam, A collection of mysterious stories in Vietnam and Thanh Tong’s 

posthumous manuscript, etc. to prove an important position of 

standard images, kinds of mythic thought, and motifs in fairy tale, 

legend in the old literature of the Eastern [146]. 

2.3.2. The relevancy of the archetypal theory in studying the 

classical Nom story 

The classical Nom story depicted many problems of value of 

humanity, aesthetic value in correlation between foreign religions, 

indigenous faith, antique traces. It presents as a complex of art. Itself 

also lays in flux of folklore narration, derives from fabrications, 

myths of deity, human, fairy, etc; representational images, system of 

imaginations connecting to antique worlds (old standard stories, 

questions) and so on in classical Nom stories are both invisible 

verbalization and thought by being visible and matter; altogether here 

also a declaration of “visible world to harmonize with its primitive 

archetype”. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

IMAGINARY SPACES IN THE CLASSICAL NOM 

STORY FROM THE ARCHETYPAL VIEWPOINT 

 

3.1. The macro social space in the classical Nom story 

3.1.1. The space of universe in the classical Nom story 

We could watch for view about universe and world by 

structure of three orders: 1/ great universe, on high, yang, belongs to 

“heaven realm”, in which elements as “sky”, “stars”, etc. which are 

raionality and sentiment, rulers of reward and punish in dimensions 

of attitude and ethics of human being. “God”, “king”, “deity” 

(included monsters) “ancestor”, with the Confucian intellect and the 

mentality of Vietnamese community are “classical authorities”, 

involving meaning as universe, general world-view. These very 

elements are basic parts that govern, force to characters in the 

classical Nom story. In all classical Nom story more or less reminds 

god, his other names as lord , supreme being, creator, etc. 

Viewing to universe in context of appearing the Nom story in 

general and the classical Nom story in particular put into combinated 

color of many elements. This universe-view has composition 

between classes of Vietnamese antique faith as spiritual permeative 

in everything, notion about ancestor, view of everything strongly 

implied womanliness, etc. merged with new beliefs in each part, each 

changed fragment in process of exchanging and developing culture of 

foreign religious systems as Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism. 

3.2. Sacred spaces in the classical Nom story 

3.2.1. Illusional space in the classical Nom story 

Illusional space and illusion are dimensions, existents which 

projected and enlightened from the mentally internal world when 
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fronted with creatures surrounding the universe. But in the Eastern 

view, that is communality between human and living beings, and 

surround living worlds.  

3.2.2. Fairy-dreamy space in the classical Nom story 

In the classical Nom story, there are many episodes as 

hallucinations of the mental world participating into structure of 

narration. That is powers of fairy, monster appearing under forms of 

divination, dream, fancy, etc. take closely part in the ordinary, banal 

life of characters. They made up a communality, mixture in which 

seemingly less dinstinct, or more truly, limitation between them is 

approximately no existence. 

The element “fairy”, “dream” in the classical Nom story can be 

myth, legend, fairy anticipation. They intimately participate into 

structure of narration, regular destiny of character, and behind 

expectation to a corresponded ideal world. 

3.2.3. Shadowy space in the classical Nom story: the moon 

The moon which expressed in the classical Nom story as A new 

cry from a broken heart, Recovery of dream at Mai temple, A new 

story of mirror and comb, etc. is a double essential unity, it is a 

creature in nature but always possesses human characters. 

In relation to characters, “moon” is projects of human 

mentality, or more truly, it is also expressions of the mentally internal 

world. These various expressions are both prominent aesthetic sign, 

and traces of human, in its living flux. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

EXPECTATIONS OF HUMAN FATE IN THE CLASSICAL 

NOM STORY FROM THE ARCHETYPAL VIEWPOINT 

4.1. Limit of human fate in the classical Nom story 

4.1.1. The limit of challenging human fate in the classical Nom story 

Characters in the classical Nom story are always put in 

different boundaries, challenged situations – challenged motifs. 

These challenges are always varied and interfused, from limits of 

themselves: fate, individual condition, dream, individual will goes 

beyond personal limits: social parts, mysterious natural parts 

(disruption, demolition and help to such character). In the process of 

describing texts of classical Nom story, we awared that there is a 

multiple appearance of challenged situations that occured to 

characters, especially progagonist. 

Possibly deviding this challenge upon two aspects: 1/ external 

challenge (in favor of action) and 2/ internal challenge (in favor of 

mentally inner world). Next to which stories as Fairy flower (Nguyen 

Huy Tu), A new cry from a broken heart (Nguyen Du), A new story 

of mirror and comb (Pham Thai) in favor of the second aspect. Luc 

Van Tien (Nguyen Dinh Chieu) in favor of types of conquering 

actions.  

4.1.2. Limit of suicide in the classical Nom story 

Through examining classical Nom stories, we cognized that 

there is a mysterious point that almost character (usually appraised 

as active characters, belongs to a right chain in realm of public 

studiers) have suicidal idea and central characters have done 

suicidal behavior (mainly motif of death (suicide) on river and 

fisherman released them from dangerous). The girl Nhuy Chau (in 

Song Tinh), Ngoc Khanh (in Fairy flower), in A new story of 
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mirror and comb (Pham Thai), the girl Quynh Thu has not want to 

marriage, Thuy Kieu in A new cry from a broken heart (Nguyen 

Du) has fourfold intention of suicide and each of them, Kieu 

Nguyet Nga (in Luc Van Tien), she jumped into Tien Duong river 

in order to end her impaired life 

This entailed associations of transformative steps in mental 

structure of ceremony in succeeding to life, in which, participation of 

archetype as water, fire have become purification, total refinement to 

human step by new state of life.  

4.2. Motif of escaping limit of fate in the classical Nom story 

4.2.1. Motif of random, fairy-banal 

Presence of sudden, contigent, extraordinary elements made 

characters that are strongly persuaded and temporarily governed. 

Possibly seeing this as the “secret participation” in thinking model of 

the middle period at Vietnam. Main characters in the classical Nom 

story are always ruled by consciousness of “fortunate condition”, 

“unfortunate fate”, controlling of “Hymen”, “arragement of god”, 

participation of destiny and anticipation, predictability. This has more 

powerful than combination derived from human intentions. Step of 

Thuy Kieu, Luc Van Tien, etc. in their life was not following to 

attentions of characters, but in which are always helped by other 

powers. This is the very participation of sacred authorities.   

4.2.2. Motif of parallelism 

In all classical Nom story there is presence of element “pair”, 

parallel, governed by the rule that can supply to them as type: 

“talent man” – “beautiful woman”; “heroic man” – “attractive 

woman”; “brave man” – “kind woman”; “honest man” – “virtuous 

woman”, etc. This is ideal modes of society. Or parallel types 

between truth and falseness, constructor and destroyer to challenge 
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virtue of the decent heroic man, or confidence of woman e.g. Tu 

Hai – Ho Ton Hien; Thuy Kieu – So Khanh, Tu Ba (in A new cry 

from a broken heart); Luc Van Tien – Trinh Ham, Bui Kiem (in 

Luc Van Tien); Quynh Thu – Great Bureaucracy (in A new story of 

mirror and comb), etc. 

4.3. Human fate  put in directing to the ideal world in the classical 

Nom story 

4.3.1. Idea of perfect human fate in the classical Nom story 

Journey of turning back to these situations must reduce to dreamy 

nature of structures of art themselves. Setting in deep psychological 

field, this journey is a representational feature to return in mental 

substance.  

4.3.2. Human fate put in directing to archetype “self’ in the classical 

Nom story 

The archetype “self” is the ideal world that human being and 

community aim to obtain it. In the classical Nom story characters 

always pass through limits to get this state. That is direction and 

preservation to noble qualities as the world of saint in myth (Nghieu, 

Thuan, Y Doan, Pho Duyet – in situation Luc Van Tien), that is a 

state of body – mind that perceived a harmonical balance (in situation 

A new cry from a broken heart), and state of full happiness when 

elements as fortunate – unfortunate, “grateful”, “ungrateful” have 

been requited, joyfulness “reunion” in the active end of all story. 
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CONCLUSION 

1. There is a special relation in a general law of literary 

development that is the interaction between the script literature and 

the folklore literature, influence between creation of both academic 

and popular. However, meanwhile great literatures in the world 

seemingly rightly go its process, but in Vietnam, this has been 

forgotten in the very long time, and at least in 16
th
, 17

th
 century, it has 

appeared influent interrelations, remain particular literary 

impressions and successes. In which the Nom poetic prose in general 

and the Nom story in particular, immersed in telling fragment, speech 

sing, form of poetry as six-eight, double seven and six-eight, motifs, 

themes from broad life, mental sentiments in many different paths of 

life, they incorporate to uncover specific songs, notable voices. 

2. When V. Skloski agued to the beginning and the ending of 

work, of plot, he noted that “art is not stable, because its step is a 

choice. Art utilizes the past, re-considers the past and at the same 

time surpasses to it” [208, 107]. This is really truth with reality that 

inherently happened in the Vietnamese middle age literary actuality 

in particular and developmental nature of the literature at Eastern-

Asian side in general. In the classical Nom story, as we seen, there is 

a repetition, it unsconsciously seems to intend, plots, episodes, 

representational forms of artistic tradition, artistic history of location 

and indigenousness; even many representational forms have a quality 

over the world. That is not uninsprising repetition, but on the 

contrary, their developmental law. 

The classical Nom story is a very interested phenomenon. It is 

used to be keep away from history of script literature in the 

Vietnamese middle age period, because of many reasons: form of 

calligraphy by Nom script existed among Han script (literary 

condition of two languages unequally developed), the prose written 

by Han script is serious, earnest, but for Nom script that only the 
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supple prose. Academic types, philosophical works all expressed by 

Han script. Literary works which were implied to identity of 

sensitivity, soul of writer, poem, in orthodoxical eyes have also to 

find in works that express by Han script; because of novel, story, 

because it was expressed in favor of banal topics; because of 

individual love; talent performance and demands of happiness of 

characters, etc. But, it centralized, it become centre of literary life of 

the Vietnamese middle late period. One of important reasons, it 

shown universal issues of human fate. It brought a new articulation of 

large degree in revealing social problems, and deep, diverse on 

sensitive thought of human fate. 

3. The classical Nom story was interested in which it at 

first began with admirations, enrichments, etc. In the early 20
th

 

century goes to until now, it has also been appreciated on many 

angles, from manipulating scientific theories to suggested models. 

Each trend of study has been contributing certain senses, but 

seemingly each investigation was born which they remained a 

behind gap. The classical Nom story is a special phenomenon of 

literary culture, thought of humanity of nation. For us, we need 

have to put it in an original correlation with former literary 

heritages, in connections to myth and fairy tale (on the material 

aspect), relating to mentality of community, “marks” of race that 

is inherently parts of identity of Vietnamese spirit. 

Studying the classical Nom story from enlightening of psychological 

theory, Carl Jung’s deep psychologism, combining with knowledges 

of culture, anthropology, Eastern philosophical thought, we aim to its 

thoughtful part (structure in surface and deep as well). This is also 

synonymous with considering artistic structure of art of the classical 

Nom story from representational forms, structures of hallunication 

and reveries. It is not only a specific part of person, particular trace 

(classical mark), say more truly, that is a combination, a general 
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expectation of community in any certain given time that such a 

person, a community constructed and consumed, expressed. At the 

same reason, each of expression in artistic world of classical Nom 

story, seen from this angle, they are relations to tradition, that possess 

in itself mutual expectations which human fates direct to. This is also 

foundations of literature in the future. 

4. The classical Nom story revealed a real world with many 

representations. Although they borrowed plot from song-lyrics, 

ordinary novels in China or created but clearly that they are 

contained by individual traces, specific thinking marks, that 

articulated in many colorized, choosen or omitted elements and 

episodes, rather many other plots and episodes. People in any 

certain time, especially in the middle stage, are representational 

people, general figures. 

5. Observing once classical Nom stories and stacking them in 

a column, we would see many repetitive phenomena, structure, 

figurative type of character, type of conversation, re-appearance of 

expressive forms, ending types of correspondence, etc. That is easily 

awared and depicted by many investigators.  But where is reason for 

that, and consequently it reflects what in artistic opinion and more 

broader, it implied a certain meaning of viewpoint of life-world, 

recognition of humanity. Is that something eternal, certain inherently 

made up awareness more or less that typicalized as no longer stable 

and static perceiveness and realities which such the recognition 

expresses are unquestionable state. 

6. Considering in history of literary development in general and the 

classical Nom story in particular, no total contigence when creative 

inspiration, enjoyful inspiration, aesthetic expectation in the late 

middle period for the Nom story generally and the classical Nom 

story particularly, to a notable state. Reason for this, that let us to 

consider how A new cry from a broken heart transmitted and argued; 
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how Fairy flower interested by important Confucian intellects. 

Prohibition of central powers that forbided circulation, transmission 

of Nom stories widespreadly, etc. That is result of favorite that 

belongs to aesthetic desire obtaining central state and possessing a 

dominant quantity. Nguyen Dinh Chieu also dedicated his whole soul 

to this genre and he found in which spaces to transfer his own 

hopefulness, etc. That is to say by the Nom story, we have seen a 

demand and continuous consciousness that viewed something special 

in ideation of the life-world which higher intellect as well as popular 

order specially interested in. 

To try to answer the above problems from expression of 

classical Nom story, we found to Carl Jung’s archetypal theory when 

he interested in mental elements of community, unchangeable 

structures and immersed layers of apparent phenomena, structures of 

mental reality, ideas toward harmony, etc. 

The total structure of classical Nom story shown, emotional 

perceived as if a unit, a certain particular work lonely separated, e.g. 

a suicidal situation by jumping upon river of girls, an accident, 

suffering and injusticed ends for certain main character, as Kieu, Luc 

Van Tien, would suddenly be disappeared proportion, harmony in 

aesthetic picture which soul of community expected to. And it 

therefore will be passed over. But that didn’t occur, because of 

authors, who even academic and characteristic also would 

(not)/difficult to do differently, because they also simply exist in total 

living space of the very community that they belong. Moreover, 

reason remains in the agricultural social context there are less quickly 

developments. Such the value is an expectation, waiting, desiring of 

collective. 

Finally, in studying literature, studying Vietnamese literature, 

with each of concrete object, as for example the classical Nom story, 

certainly Carl Jung’s deep psychological theory, the archetypal 
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theory is not the “most” theory/method. It must compete many other 

methods, by which reveals many holes in comparing with other 

methods, but at least it also constructs a particular vision. If there is 

no any certain something contained a perfect beauty, then the beauty 

was revealed from a certain vision that also brought to certain 

comforts. And from other view, in this condition it is also a merit. In 

the history of literature, by which we need to tolerate about the hope 

that there is a certain, thorough view to certain literary object. 

7. Interpretations, elucidations and conclusions depicted from 

the dissertation, following this view, the classical Nom story, as we 

presented, merely a viewpoint. The world of Nom story in general 

and the classical Nom story in particular, has been having many other 

invitations, as Trinh Xuan Thuan said, science would never reveal all 

enigma. It is featured by an infinite regression. Behind each answer 

remained that many hidden questions. Our attempt is want to little 

contribute into a different reading, from the paradigm of morden 

literary theory. Possibly say that, texts which we examined, on our 

subjective part, we have not yet exploited all its merit from our 

manipulating to theory. Yet, in general, on high view, important parts 

which are articulated by us. 
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